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Abstract

The effective treatment of cancer is not very easy since diagnosis of cancer involves many stages of treatment with gradually changing lifestyles. Physicians play vital role in identifying the correct cause and feel ambiguity for making perfect decisions about hundreds of data available from the internet resource. IDA (Intelligent Data Analysis) which is a part from Data Mining techniques is quiet useful to most of the physicians for decision making about types of cancers. IDA facilitates physicians to classify, detect and analyze the cancer outcome to patients. Healthcare Management System also aids the practitioners to practically search, analyze and compare the result analysis of the patient with existing data in the HMS and guide proper treatment to the cancer affected patient. Health care data analysis comprises enormous data with diversity of health information. One among the most important points that pull down the practitioner’s confidence is that utility of latest software and most sophisticated computing machines. This put them in to the state of confusion for proper and elegant decision making for treating the cancer affected patients. Problems in user interaction, lack of awareness in data mining, improper knowledge in electronic guidelines makes physicians to work with old methods of treatment. Traditional medical practicing and modern methods of computing do not match either because of ignorance. IDA and HMS have significant impact for cancer treatment with speedy diagnosis and faster recovery. This also shows great impact on costs, clinical outcomes and proper guidelines for clinical approach. The prime motto of this survey article is to analyze the survey application, bring out the importance of comparison strategies of IDA to improve decision making for medical practitioner for effective cancer treatment.
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1. Introduction

The nightmare of cancer is a very serious health hazard to most of the public in day to day life. It has a great impact on socio-economic factors in most parts of the geographical globe [1]. Developing nations are mostly prone to new cancers compared to developed and underdeveloped nations [2]. Therefore, early detection with further proper treatment should enrich affected people to enhance longer life span [1]. As per the current survey from the advanced research laboratories, it is expected the exponential growth of cancer problems are due to increase in the population, food habits, living style and improper utility of technology. Therefore, prioritization and Awareness on cancer prevention programs have been initiated by most of the nations. HMS and IDA are also part of these programs [3]. An elaborated, detailed and structured cancer data would be specifically useful for treatment of cancer with an effective manner [4].

2. Data mining in the Hospital Management System

Data Mining especially in the medical streams has a great advantage and plays most prominent issues to human being in this fast growing technology. It has its wings spread over for various Data Mining Techniques and KDD (Knowledge Discovery). Medical Data Mining competes with most of the challenges issues like large complex data structures which are heterogeneous and non hierarchical with unknown time series and invariable time quality. The already existing health care systems are subjected to collection of data chunks in invariable size, distributed and scattered in nature. These are probably integrated for decision making which have become a great challenging issue. It has become becoming critical aspect between the Data miner and the specialist for establishing bridge for these two persons. The common barrier prevailing for these two persons are legal, ethical and social aspects [5]. Some of the fever cancer diagnostic data mining techniques rarely used was cancer Prognostics and Diagnostics. Other techniques such as Confirmative and Explanatory are also frequently used in medical mining approach. Some of the serious challenges faced by...
the data miners especially in the medical data mining are as follows:

**Conglomeration of Data**

Medical data scattered in the internet resource are heterogeneous. This heterogeneous information is collected from previous history of cancer affected patients, their images from scanned copies of their reports, notes from the physicians and their respective interpretations [6]. Such scattered heterogeneous information is considered to be the most important element for data mining and structuring this information is a vital tool for decision making for medical practitioners in the upcoming days.

**Legitimate and Social Dependencies**

As Human body is most complicated structure in the universe, the information and data pertaining to this body after treating cancer affected patients is ware housed and safeguarded for future reference. In this regard, Legitimate, Social dependencies and other ethical roles gear up to play a wide variety of roles. Safety measures and safe guarding metrics are to be calculated to prevent the information from missing of data and abusing of patients. Medical information for humans is predominantly resourced for data ware housing. Data ownership needs to put great efforts to retrieve the available information for creating links among the datasets. Querying ownership of patient’s data is an illegal act which encounters highly recurrent congressional enquiries and other law suits. There is another important and similar characteristic relation in data mining is safe guarding the security issues and protecting privacy factors. There shall be a break and misconception in patient’s confidentiality and chance of taking necessary legal action. The patient strictly believes his physician about his medical issues and security about his personal records. Both ethically and legally practitioner cannot perform data analysis. The data Is to be protected under high privilege and needs to be posted over internet resource for some extend hiding the personal information. The information posted must hire some useful predictions.

3. Data Mining in Cancer Research

The works involved in the area of Data Mining are completely related to identify Cancer. “Mangasarian ez al” expressed his views regarding the concept and structure of linear programming and analyzed to the issue that has occurred due to clinical classifications of patients suffering from breast cancer. On the contrary, Bellazzi et al [7] revealed that the data mining tools and other techniques of mining can be adequately and productively used to extract Prognostic model and propagate the results pertaining to Resezcableichpazo cellular carcinoma. On the other hand, Land ez [8] expressed about a new neural diagnosis of breast cancer with the help of mammogram verdict. Neural Networks paved path for both Walzer and Mohan [9] to classify the rules to project an algorithm that describe the diagnosis and causes of breast cancer. Caswel, in addition to that mentioned the state of art methodologies like preprocessing approach to mine the information using data mining techniques. Zupan et.al [10] made core study for prostate cancer and surprisingly disclosed that the machine learning classifiers can be magnificently used and implemented in overall methods of classification. Zhang and Zhang [11] developed and checked Prost Assure –They derived a comprehensive algorithm that detects the presence of prostate cancer from the concepts of neural networks. Their study with the help of algorithmic approach also helped to diagnose the serum tumor with single value index. They further stated that the complete process is carried out with the clusters of various patterns derived. These methods are currently in great demand for cancer detection. Most of the researchers stated that emerging pattern clustering uses data sets for cancer detection. Emerging patterns and projected clustering techniques are strong in different domains where they are used individually to solve different types of problems. Larry et al [12], one among the researchers has given a proposal stating integration of projected clustering techniques and emerging patterns to get effective mappings of DNA representations. The clusters resulted from DNA representations are used to distinguish and classify cancer related problems. With the help of micro array technology huge amount of data is categorized as collective information which can be further used for better analysis and treatment for cancer. Machine learning technique is useful for DNA Micro Array methodology for identifying the cancer infection. It uses gene expression data, trains classifier classification. Sung-bae et al [13] worked and achieved to represent the DNA expressions. DNA Micro Arrays are aptly implemented and used to completely derive the DNA expressions. The predictions which are part of the diagnosis to treat cancer involve two specific stages like classifiers of innumerable patterns and units of feature extractions. This enhances the easy and early prediction of cancer. Tumors are differentiated with the help of micro-array data using various artificial networks. Blair et al [14] developed a new alternative method called PAM (Plaizforma) to analyze the problems in a huge variety. He used the technique of “nearest shrunken centroids” to analyze the problems. The patients referred in urology clinic undergo prostate specific antigen (PSA) concentration level using digital rectal exam. This is made possible with findings of data mining techniques. PSA velocity is used to measure the change in prostate specific antigen in a single patient over elapsed time.

Bagirov et al. [15] supported feature treatment decision making by illustrating the utilization of optimization based clustering techniques through clustering the prostate cancer patients. The clusters are produced by PSA (Prostate Specific Antigen) levels in the blood. These clusters had an impact on the patient’s health and their lifespan in future. The data mining techniques which are used to build the classification models include discriminate analysis and logistic regression [16]. The linear discriminate analysis (LDA) is mostly criticized because of its belief on categorical behavior and misinterpretations of covariance of metrics at different levels of diagnosis. The Neural network analysis submitted its report stating that the methodology is much better compared to LDA and logistic regression on the classification capability. The limitations high lightened in this approach are prolonged staffing with enhancement training and further work is required as data. It is also not typical to recognize the comparative need of potential input variables. Therefore, it is restricted to useless in various applications in handling the classification problems [17].

Delen [18] along with team members surveyed on the breast cancer patients and recognized around 202,932 records and further divided them in to two categories namely “survived (93,273” and “not survived (109,659). The outcome of this survey gave them 93% accuracy in survived category.

Tan Ac’s utitla [19] with the assistance of c4.5 decision tree, bagged decision tree utilized and used on seven most commonly found in public cancers data array and compared with the predicted methods used before. By using c5 algorithm with bagging Liu-qin’s [20] experimental on breast cancer data available and predicted the surveillance of breast cancer people. Similarly, using c4.5 with and without bagging Jinyan Li Huqing Liu’s [21] conducted various experiments on the ovarian tumor data to recognize the cancer. Dong-Sheng cao’s [22] stated that decision trees depending on ensemble method which is a combination of feature selection method backward elimination strategy with bagging in order to identify the relationship of structure activity which is concerned in area of chemo metrics associated to pharmaceutical industry. My ChauTu’s [23] put forward a suggestion to the use of bagging with c4.5 algorithm.

Using Naive bayes algorithm, identification of the symptoms of the heart disease of a patients is typical. MY ChauTu’s [24] with the help of bagging algorithm [25] recognized the symptoms of
heart disease in patients and estimated the contrast outcomes of decision tree induction method. Classifiers neural network SVM’s and decision trees Tsiorogiannis used bagging algorithm on the medical data bases. The outcome of the results showed improved accuracy of bagging compared without bagging. Pan wen[26] performed several experiments on ECG data to recognize abnormal high frequency electrocardiograph by the help of decision tree algorithm c4.5 with bagging karcophilcporn c’s [27] suggested a new classification algorithm TBWC which includes both decision tree with bagging and clustering. This algorithm is used on an experimental basis on two medical data sets namely cardiography1 and cardiography2 while other data sets are not concerned with medical domain. Chaurasia and pal [28] examined study on estimation of heart attack risk levels from the database of heart disease by using data mining techniques like Naïve Bayes, Ju8 decision tree and bagging approaches[29].

The final result revealed that the bagging techniques are more efficient compared to Bayesian classification and J48.

According to the medical research body at NewDelhi, India consists of around 17.3 lakhs new cases of cancer and around 8.8 lakhs cases of cancer affected patients with cervix, lung and breast may be victims of death by 2020. It is very clear indication that Indian ranks top in the list.

The Indian council of Medical Research (ICMR) revealed and forecasted that around 14.5 lakh cases of cancer infected patients may exist by 2016 and this gradually increase to 7.3 lakhs cases by 2020. According to the data, only 12.5 % of the patients will arrive at early stages of the disease. They proposed that Breast cancer is ranked first and most commonly found in females and mouth cancer in males are most frequently seen. The north east stated that the report of highest number of cancer cases in both males and females are around Azizwal district in Mizoram district. The pampumpare district in Arunchal Pradesh recorded the highest number of females are affected with cancer.

The lung cancer is one with a prediction of around 1.14 lakh (83000 in males and 31000 in females) are recorded during the year 2016. Cervix cancer is the 3rd most ranking cancer and predicted over one lakh new cases during 2016. Most of the cancers (30% in males and females) are caused due to the consumption of tobacco- which was stated by ICMR. The ICMR also performed various survey activities and conducted a country wide survey from 2012-2014 and resulted population Base cancer Registries (PBCR) and Hospital Based Registries. It also stated that there is a significant increase in the cancers pertaining to Rectum and colon among males in the PBCR’s at Bangalore, Chennai and Delhi. There is also a predominant increase in the cancer cases of colon, rectum and prostate found among women with a magnificient rate. Nanda kumar, the head of the National cancer Registry stated that the cancer among children was also identified in most parts of Delhi. In India “one in eight Indians” show the sign of cancer and can be observed in their lifetime.

On a survey, it is very clearly understood that the problems pertaining to the cancer treatment can be effectively answer with the approach of data mining techniques and present relevant solutions to the medical practitioners.
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